5 th September 2012 (Wednesday)

TEACHER’S DAY
CELEBRATION 2012

A Report on the Teacher’s Day Celebration
Teacher’s Day was celebrated with great enthusiasm at Smt. S. R. Patel Engineering on 5th
September 2012. The whole event of that day
was mainly planned and organized by the students of the college. The day is marked with
paying respect to the Teacher community of
the nation as this very day is the birthday of
our second President Dr. Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan, who himself was an academician
of high repute. The college student participated in large number and took up the role of
faculty. Total 91 students from various semester and branches efficiently performed the task
of a teacher. Their performance were being
evaluated by the teams of experts comprised

Heading For The Function

Student conducting Classes as Faculty
by college faculties. Depending on their performance under various criterion like communication/ presentation skill, subject knowledge, explanation ability, class control, confidence level etc., they were evaluate. Each and
every participant had shown tremendous
teaching ability which was praise worthy. In
the last two hours of the day a function was
organized by the students. During this function, The Student—Principals Miss Dhara
Patel and Mr. Trushar Patel welcomed and
greeted the college Principal Dr. Ami H. Shah
with a bouquet as a mark of respect, all the
faculty and staff members were also greeted

TEACHER’S DAY

with bouquet by the students. Later the Student Principals expressed their views about the college
and their faculties. One of the student, Mr. Harsh Dave, presented a melodious song and later the
students of 5th EC presented a motivational skit. Prof. Ramesh N. Mevada, a senior college faculty & HOD Mechanical Engr. Department had given a speech on the context of Morals of
Teaching. In the last College-Principal, Dr. Ami H. Shah, gave a inspirational speech on the occasion and appreciated the efforts done by the students. Depending on the evaluation-reports of all
the participant Student-Faculty, Semester wise awards were given to First, Second and Third position holders. Awards were handed over by the Principal of the Institute. She also encouraged the
organizers, Student Principals, event-performers with a memento. Each Department Heads
awarded the student participants of their respective branches with a memento. The whole function was a great success and was highly appreciated by both students and staff. At the end of the
function a stunt-show was also arranged for recreation of all.
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